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About PJ Production //  PJ Production was established in year 1997, and has since the beginning designed, developed, and 

produced office accessory products for the modern working environment. We are an international company with big ambitions 

ready to optimize our customers’ business, regardless of the size of the tasks. We truly believe that great service, consultancy, 

and reliable delivery are the key towards success. We determinedly take our collaborators’ demands very seriously via reciprocal 

respect, ongoing dialogue, and quality-oriented solutions. And this exact combination supports our livelihood on a market with 

quality-consciously collaborators. 

Besides the transparent collaboration, we make a virtue out of delivering high-quality products to our clients that fulfill the agreed 

standards and specifications. These high-quality standards and specifications are mandatory as we use internal quality-control. All 

inbound and outbound products are randomly controlled to ensure equal quality every time. Thereby, you can always expect to 

receive quality products from PJ Production – standard products as well as specially produced products. 
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INT E G R AT E D 
FELT  S OLU T I ON S 
WI T HI N  T HE  OFFI C E 
LAN D S C A PE

Felt Drawer Large // More information on pages 22-23 Felt Cable Tary // More information on pages 86-87



IN T E G R AT E D 
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L A N D S C A PE

Felt Drawer Large // More information on pages 22-23 Felt Cable Tary // More information on pages 86-87



Future Flex for one monitor // More information on pages 66-67

THINK ERGONOMIC AND WIN 
MORE PRODUCTIVE EMPLOYEES

Slimtray // More information on pages 30-31



Future Flex for one monitor // More information on pages 66-67

TH INK E R GO NO M IC  A ND  WIN 
M O R E  P R O D U C TIV E  E M P LOYEES

Slimtray // More information on pages 30-31



Laptop tray“Original” // More information on pages 42-43 Future Flex for two monitors // More information on pages 66-67



Laptop tray“Original” // More information on pages 42-43 Future Flex for two monitors // More information on pages 66-67



SPECIAL M ADE  FOR 
YOU AND YOU R CHOICE 
OF TECHN OLOGY

CPU Holder Original & Chamber // More information on pages 50-51 & 62-63
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CPU Holder Original & Chamber // More information on pages 50-51 & 62-63



Laptop Tray Athene // More information on pages 28-29

KEEP A  T IDY AND 
CLEAN OFFICE



Laptop Tray Athene // More information on pages 28-29

K E E P  A  T IDY  A ND 
C L E A N O F F IC E



O P T I M I Z E  S M A L L  S P A C E S

Monitor arm with gas for two monitors // More information on pages 72-73
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Monitor arm with gas for two monitors // More information on pages 72-73



4091-C

4010-9005 // 4011-9006 // 4012-9016

4010-9005-L // 4011-9006-L // 4012-9016-L 4015-9005 // 4016-9006 // 4017-9016 4015-9005-L // 4016-9006-L // 4017-9016-L

4010-9005-LT // 4011-9006-LT // 4012-9016-LT 4015-9005-LT // 4016-9006-LT // 4017-9016-LT 4071-0000-9005 // 4071-0000-9006 // 4071-0000-9016

4052-9005-P // 4053-9006-p // 4056-9016-P 4048-9005-P // 4049-9006-P // 4047-9016-P 4060-2000-9005

4052-9005-L // 4053-9006-p // 4056-9016-L 4048-9005-L // 4049-9006-L // 4047-9016-L

4060-1000-9005 4060-0000-9005 4058-9005 // 4059-9006 // 4057-9016

4030 // 4031 4050-9005 // 4051-9006 // 4050-9016 4070-9005-L // 4070-9006-L // 4070-9016-L

4042-9005 // 4043-9006 // 4045-9016 4042-9005-L // 4043-9006-L // 4045-9016-L 4040-9005-P // 4042-9006-P // 4040-9016-P

4040-9005-L // 4042-9006-L // 4040-9016-L

 6000-0192-0006 // 6000-0192-0038

 6000-00836000-0192-9000 // 6000-0192-0034

PEN TRAYS PEN TRAYS

Tri Drawer - narrowed model Tri Drawer - widen model 

Find more information on page 34-35
H: 139 mm. // W: 316 mm. // D: 348 mm. 

Find more information on page 40-41
H: 139 mm. // W: 402 mm. // D: 248 mm. 

Duo Pen Tray

H: 162 mm. // W: 279 mm. // D: 353 mm. 

Find more information on page 22-23

Felt Drawer - slim

H: 44 mm. // W: 733 mm. // D: 260 mm. 

Find more information on page 46-47

Bamboo pen tray - x-small

Pen tray - narrowed model

H: 39 mm. // W: 282 mm. // D: 243 mm. 

Find more information on page 24-25

H: 46 mm. // W: 318 mm. // D: 356 mm. 

Find more information on page 24-25

Pen tray - widen model, with lock

H: 46 mm. // W: 414 mm. // D: 248 mm. 

Find more information on page 24-25

Pen tray - widen model

H: 46 mm. // W: 402 mm. // D: 248 mm. 

Pen tray - narrowed model, with lock

Find more information on page 24-25

H: 46 mm. // W: 328 mm. // D: 343 mm. 

Find more information on page 26-27

H: 46 mm. // W: 328 mm. // D: 343 mm. 

Find more information on page 26-27

H: 46 mm. // W: 414 mm. // D: 248 mm. 

Find more information on page 28-29

Laptop tray Athene with lock

H: 37/71 mm. // W: 721 mm. // D: 316 mm. 

Lockable tablet tray - narrowed model Lockable tablet tray - widen model

Slimtray - small. Available in two versions Slimtray - large. Available in two versions

Find more information on page 30-31

H: 32/45 mm. // W: 460 mm. // D: 260 mm. 

Find more information on page 30-31

H: 32/45 mm. // W: 876 mm. // D: 260 mm. 

Find more information on page 32-33

Find more information on page 36-37

Pen Tray “Narrow Space”

H: 75 mm. // W: 140 mm. // D: 473 mm. 

Revolving pen tray Lockable laptop tray

Find more information on page 38-39

H: 34 mm. // W: 340 mm. // D: 200 mm. 

Find more information on page 40-41

H: 62 mm. // W: 511 mm. // D: 303 mm. 

Find more information on page 42-43

Laptop tray“Original” with lock

H: 37/72 mm. // W: 731 mm. // D: 356 mm. 

Ultra Pen - small, with removable plastic insert Ultra Pen - small, with rubber mat and lock

Find more information on page 44-45

H: 32/43 mm. // W: 425 mm. // D: 186 mm. 

Find more information on page 44-45

H: 32/43 mm. // W: 425 mm. // D: 186 mm. 

Find more information on page 44-45

Ultra Pen - large. Available in two versions

H: 32/43 mm. // W: 870 mm. // D: 186 mm. 

Find more information on page 22-23

Felt Drawer - large

H: 44 mm. // W: 733 mm. // D: 312 mm. 
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Removable metal insert with felt bottom, only for Felt Drawer - large

Felt Drawer - slim

Hight: 44 mm. // width: 733 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 

FELT DRAWER
SLIM & LARGE

A Greener Choice  // The drawer’s design combines organic forms with a sleek expression - both when the drawer is open and 

closed. The ball bearings are concealed to avoid interference. The drawer adds a stylish touch to any office environment. It comes 

in two sizes, “Slim” and “Large,” and a metal insert with a felt bottom for pens, etc., can be additionally purchased. The Slim felt 

drawer is available in several color variations: Dark Grey, Light Grey, Petroleum, and Beige.

The felt is made from 70% recycled plastic.

Removable metal insert with felt bottom - large
6000-0199

Felt Drawer - large

6000-0083

Felt Drawer - large

Hight: 44 mm. // width: 733 mm. // Depth: 312 mm. 

Removable metal insert with felt bottom, only for Felt Drawer - slim
Hight: 31 mm. // Width: 100 mm. // Depth: 266/299 mm. 

Felt Drawer - slim

Hight: 44 mm. // width: 733 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 

6000-0192-9000 // 6000-0192-0034  // 6000-0192-0006  // 6000-0192-0006

Felt Drawer - slim

Felt Drawer - slim

Hight: 44 mm. // width: 733 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 

Felt Drawer - slim

Hight: 44 mm. // width: 733 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 

Hight: 31 mm. // Width: 100 mm. // Depth: 214/241 mm. 

Removable metal insert with felt bottom - slim
6000-0238
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Removable metal insert with felt bottom, only for Felt Drawer - large

Felt Drawer - slim

Hight: 44 mm. // width: 733 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 

FELT DRAWER
SLIM & LARGE

A Greener Choice  // The drawer’s design combines organic forms with a sleek expression - both when the drawer is open and 

closed. The ball bearings are concealed to avoid interference. The drawer adds a stylish touch to any office environment. It comes 

in two sizes, “Slim” and “Large,” and a metal insert with a felt bottom for pens, etc., can be additionally purchased. The Slim felt 

drawer is available in several color variations: Dark Grey, Light Grey, Petroleum, and Beige.

The felt is made from 70% recycled plastic.

Removable metal insert with felt bottom - large
6000-0199

Felt Drawer - large

6000-0083

Felt Drawer - large

Hight: 44 mm. // width: 733 mm. // Depth: 312 mm. 

Removable metal insert with felt bottom, only for Felt Drawer - slim
Hight: 31 mm. // Width: 100 mm. // Depth: 266/299 mm. 

Felt Drawer - slim

Hight: 44 mm. // width: 733 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 

6000-0192-9000 // 6000-0192-0034  // 6000-0192-0006  // 6000-0192-0006

Felt Drawer - slim

Felt Drawer - slim

Hight: 44 mm. // width: 733 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 

Felt Drawer - slim

Hight: 44 mm. // width: 733 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 

Hight: 31 mm. // Width: 100 mm. // Depth: 214/241 mm. 

Removable metal insert with felt bottom - slim
6000-0238
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PEN TRAY
NARROWED & WIDEN MODELS

Full Accessibility // A drawer with ample space for overview and storage. The pen trays come with 110% extension, ensuring that 

every corner of the drawer is fully accessible and thus optimizing space utilization. The pen tray is mounted directly under the desk, 

allowing for maximum legroom underneath the desk.

The pen tray series consists of two different models - a narrow and a wide version. Regardless of the model, the pen tray is available 

with and without a lock, with all versions being delivered with a plastic insert for additional divided storage. Currently, we offer our 

pen trays in three colors - Black, Aluminum, and White - as standard.

Pen tray - widen model, with removable plastic insert

4015-9005 // 4016-9006 // 4017-9016

Pen tray - narrowed model, with removable plastic insert

4010-9005 // 4011-9006 // 4012-9016

Pen tray - narrowed model, with removable plastic insert and lock

4010-9005-L // 4011-9006-L // 4012-9016-L

Pen tray - widen model, with removable plastic insert and lock

4015-9005-L // 4016-9006-L // 4017-9016-L

Pen tray - narrowed model, with removable plastic insert

Height: 46 mm. // Width: 318 mm. // Depth: 356 mm. 

Pen tray - widen model, with removable plastic insert

Height: 46 mm. // Width: 402 mm. // Depth: 248 mm. 

Pen tray - narrowed model, with removable plastic insert and lock

Height: 46 mm. // Width: 328 mm. // Depth: 343 mm. 

Pen tray - widen model, with removable plastic insert and lock

Height: 46 mm. // Width: 414 mm. // Depth: 248 mm. 
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PEN TRAY
NARROWED & WIDEN MODELS

Full Accessibility // A drawer with ample space for overview and storage. The pen trays come with 110% extension, ensuring that 

every corner of the drawer is fully accessible and thus optimizing space utilization. The pen tray is mounted directly under the desk, 

allowing for maximum legroom underneath the desk.

The pen tray series consists of two different models - a narrow and a wide version. Regardless of the model, the pen tray is available 

with and without a lock, with all versions being delivered with a plastic insert for additional divided storage. Currently, we offer our 

pen trays in three colors - Black, Aluminum, and White - as standard.

Pen tray - widen model, with removable plastic insert

4015-9005 // 4016-9006 // 4017-9016

Pen tray - narrowed model, with removable plastic insert

4010-9005 // 4011-9006 // 4012-9016

Pen tray - narrowed model, with removable plastic insert and lock

4010-9005-L // 4011-9006-L // 4012-9016-L
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4015-9005-L // 4016-9006-L // 4017-9016-L
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4010-9005-LT // 4011-9006-LT // 4012-9016-LT

4015-9005-LT // 4016-9006-LT // 4017-9016-LT

LOCKABLE TABLET TRAY
NARROWED & WIDEN MODELS

Secure Storage  // Whether secure storage for iPad/Tablet or just for smaller items is desired, this tablet drawer is an extremely 

advantageous choice. The drawer ensures theft protection, as it comes with a lock and two keys. If another lock is desired, the 

existing one can be replaced with a high-quality German system lock including master key. The drawer also comes with a non-slip 

rubber mat. Furthermore, the drawer is available in two different versions - a narrow and a wide version.

Lockable tablet tray - widen model, with rubber drawer liner and lock

4015-9005-LT // 4016-9006-LT // 4017-9016-LT

Lockable tablet tray - narrowed model, with rubber drawer liner and lock

4010-9005-LT // 4011-9006-LT // 4012-9016-LT

Lockable tablet tray - narrowed model, with rubber drawer liner and lock

Height: 46 mm. // Width: 328 mm. // Depth: 343 mm. 

Lockable tablet tray - widen model, with rubber drawer liner and lock

Height: 46 mm. // Width: 414 mm. // Depth: 248 mm. 
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4010-9005-LT // 4011-9006-LT // 4012-9016-LT

4015-9005-LT // 4016-9006-LT // 4017-9016-LT

LOCKABLE TABLET TRAY
NARROWED & WIDEN MODELS

Secure Storage  // Whether secure storage for iPad/Tablet or just for smaller items is desired, this tablet drawer is an extremely 

advantageous choice. The drawer ensures theft protection, as it comes with a lock and two keys. If another lock is desired, the 

existing one can be replaced with a high-quality German system lock including master key. The drawer also comes with a non-slip 

rubber mat. Furthermore, the drawer is available in two different versions - a narrow and a wide version.

Lockable tablet tray - widen model, with rubber drawer liner and lock

4015-9005-LT // 4016-9006-LT // 4017-9016-LT

Lockable tablet tray - narrowed model, with rubber drawer liner and lock

4010-9005-LT // 4011-9006-LT // 4012-9016-LT

Lockable tablet tray - narrowed model, with rubber drawer liner and lock

Height: 46 mm. // Width: 328 mm. // Depth: 343 mm. 

Lockable tablet tray - widen model, with rubber drawer liner and lock

Height: 46 mm. // Width: 414 mm. // Depth: 248 mm. 
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LAPTOP TRAY ATHENE

Modernization, Organization, and Optimization // The laptop drawer Athene caters to the trend of smaller workstations, as its 

design can be used for the majority of all desks. This is made possible by the advantageous depth of 316 mm, which can thus easily 

accommodate desks with a depth of 80.

To prevent items, especially laptops, from overheating, the drawer’s design features two ventilation holes at the back edge. If more 

ventilation is desired, most of the back edge can be removed due to the perforations. The laptop drawer Athene will be delivered 

with a lock as standard, while a black insert can be purchased additionally if more divided storage is desired. Furthermore, a bamboo 

strip with clear lacquer for the drawer’s front can be purchased as an upgrade for a more aesthetic look. If the latter is desired, please 

feel free to contact us, as this is mainly produced as a project-oriented task.

Insert for Laptop tray Athene

4071-0004-9005

Laptop Tray Athene

4071-0000-9005 // 4071-0000-9006 // 4071-0000-9016

Soft close for a slower and more gentle closing of the drawer

Bamboo front - mainly project-oriented - Lock not included

Height: 32 mm. // Width: 689 mm. // Depth: 18 mm. 

Insert for Laptop tray Athene in black

Height: 24/55 mm. // Width: 135 mm. // Depth: 300 mm. 

Laptop tray Athene with lock

Height: 37/71 mm. // Width: 721 mm. // Depth: 316 mm. 
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To prevent items, especially laptops, from overheating, the drawer’s design features two ventilation holes at the back edge. If more 

ventilation is desired, most of the back edge can be removed due to the perforations. The laptop drawer Athene will be delivered 

with a lock as standard, while a black insert can be purchased additionally if more divided storage is desired. Furthermore, a bamboo 

strip with clear lacquer for the drawer’s front can be purchased as an upgrade for a more aesthetic look. If the latter is desired, please 

feel free to contact us, as this is mainly produced as a project-oriented task.

Insert for Laptop tray Athene

4071-0004-9005

Laptop Tray Athene

4071-0000-9005 // 4071-0000-9006 // 4071-0000-9016

Soft close for a slower and more gentle closing of the drawer

Bamboo front - mainly project-oriented - Lock not included

Height: 32 mm. // Width: 689 mm. // Depth: 18 mm. 

Insert for Laptop tray Athene in black

Height: 24/55 mm. // Width: 135 mm. // Depth: 300 mm. 

Laptop tray Athene with lock

Height: 37/71 mm. // Width: 721 mm. // Depth: 316 mm. 
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SLIMTRAY
SMALL & LARGE

Simple, discreet, and functional  // Our well-known Slimtray collection has a discreet look where no compromises have been taking 

regarding functionality. The collection consists of two attractive sizes, where both are available in two versions and three colors. 

Unaffected by the above-mentioned features, all versions are delivered with a plastic insert that easily can be removed if required. 

The design of the collection is relatively equal uninfluenced by the versions, where the only factor differs is the width,  as the large 

has a width of 871 mm, whereas the small has a width of 426 mm. A factor similar for all productions is the discreet front of 32 mm, 

which gives a simple, elegant, and light expression at the workplace. Furthermore, the depth is likewise equal for all drawers, - 

260mm, which makes the drawers recommendable for the majority of all desktops. Both sizes are available in two versions, - one 

with lock and one with a color-matching plastic cap. The plastic cap can easily be swapped with a lock afterward if this was not 

prioritized at first.

Slimtray - large, with removable plastic insert (and either plastic cap or lock)

4048-9005-P // 4049-9006-P // 4047-9016-P // 4048-9005-L // 4049-9006-L // 4047-9016-L

Slimtray - small, with removable plastic insert (and either plastic cap or lock)

4052-9005-P // 4053-9006-P // 4056-9016-P // 4052-9005-L // 4053-9006-L // 4056-9016-L

Slimtray - small, with removable plastic insert and plastic cap

Height: 32/45 mm. // Width: 460 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 

Slimtray - small, with removable plastic insert and lock

Height: 32/45 mm. // Width: 460 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 

Slimtray - large, with removable plastic insert and plastic cap

Height: 32/45  mm. // Width: 876 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 

Slimtray - large, with removable plastic insert and lock

Height: 32/45  mm. // Width: 876 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 
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SLIMTRAY
SMALL & LARGE

Simple, discreet, and functional  // Our well-known Slimtray collection has a discreet look where no compromises have been taking 

regarding functionality. The collection consists of two attractive sizes, where both are available in two versions and three colors. 

Unaffected by the above-mentioned features, all versions are delivered with a plastic insert that easily can be removed if required. 

The design of the collection is relatively equal uninfluenced by the versions, where the only factor differs is the width,  as the large 

has a width of 871 mm, whereas the small has a width of 426 mm. A factor similar for all productions is the discreet front of 32 mm, 

which gives a simple, elegant, and light expression at the workplace. Furthermore, the depth is likewise equal for all drawers, - 

260mm, which makes the drawers recommendable for the majority of all desktops. Both sizes are available in two versions, - one 

with lock and one with a color-matching plastic cap. The plastic cap can easily be swapped with a lock afterward if this was not 

prioritized at first.

Slimtray - large, with removable plastic insert (and either plastic cap or lock)

4048-9005-P // 4049-9006-P // 4047-9016-P // 4048-9005-L // 4049-9006-L // 4047-9016-L

Slimtray - small, with removable plastic insert (and either plastic cap or lock)

4052-9005-P // 4053-9006-P // 4056-9016-P // 4052-9005-L // 4053-9006-L // 4056-9016-L

Slimtray - small, with removable plastic insert and plastic cap

Height: 32/45 mm. // Width: 460 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 

Slimtray - small, with removable plastic insert and lock

Height: 32/45 mm. // Width: 460 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 

Slimtray - large, with removable plastic insert and plastic cap

Height: 32/45  mm. // Width: 876 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 

Slimtray - large, with removable plastic insert and lock

Height: 32/45  mm. // Width: 876 mm. // Depth: 260 mm. 
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4060-2000-9005

DUO PEN TRAY

Maximum Storage // A drawer for storing personal belongings conveniently at hand. Outwardly, the drawer appears discreet, 

as the front consists of one surface, but upon opening, multiple options are promoted. The drawer actually has two integrated 

drawers, each with an extension length of 110% of the drawer’s length.

The top pull-out shelf of the drawer comes with an insert that makes divided storage more manageable. Conversely, the lower 

drawer comes with a non-slip rubber mat to prevent stored items from scratching against the metal. Finally, the drawer comes with 

a lock and corresponding keys to ensure that the belongings remain secure from theft when the workplace is left unattended.

Duo Pen Tray

4060-2000-9005

Duo Pen Tray

Height: 162 mm. // Width: 279 mm. // Depth: 353 mm. 
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4060-2000-9005

DUO PEN TRAY

Maximum Storage // A drawer for storing personal belongings conveniently at hand. Outwardly, the drawer appears discreet, 

as the front consists of one surface, but upon opening, multiple options are promoted. The drawer actually has two integrated 

drawers, each with an extension length of 110% of the drawer’s length.

The top pull-out shelf of the drawer comes with an insert that makes divided storage more manageable. Conversely, the lower 

drawer comes with a non-slip rubber mat to prevent stored items from scratching against the metal. Finally, the drawer comes with 

a lock and corresponding keys to ensure that the belongings remain secure from theft when the workplace is left unattended.

Duo Pen Tray

4060-2000-9005

Duo Pen Tray

Height: 162 mm. // Width: 279 mm. // Depth: 353 mm. 
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TRI DRAWER

Three-layered Storage // A three-layered drawer for storing personal belongings conveniently at hand. The top drawer contains 

an insert for the smallest office supplies, the two bottom ones are perfect for books and A4 paper. The drawer is available in two 

sizes, and they all have an extension length of 110% of the drawer’s length.

The drawer is available in two different sizes, but the same for both is that they both have three compartments, with the top one 

being able to be supplied with an insert. The remaining two drawers come with a non-slip rubber mat.

TRI Drawer - Weiden Model

4060-0000-9005 

TRI Drawer - Narrowed Model

Height: 139 mm. // Width: 316 mm. // Depth: 348 mm. 

NARROWED  &  WIDEN  MODEL

TRI Drawer - Weiden Model

Height: 139 mm. // Width: 402 mm. // Depth: 248 mm. 

TRI Drawer- Narrowed Model

4060-1000-9005 
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TRI DRAWER

Three-layered Storage // A three-layered drawer for storing personal belongings conveniently at hand. The top drawer contains 

an insert for the smallest office supplies, the two bottom ones are perfect for books and A4 paper. The drawer is available in two 

sizes, and they all have an extension length of 110% of the drawer’s length.

The drawer is available in two different sizes, but the same for both is that they both have three compartments, with the top one 

being able to be supplied with an insert. The remaining two drawers come with a non-slip rubber mat.

TRI Drawer - Weiden Model

4060-0000-9005 

TRI Drawer - Narrowed Model

Height: 139 mm. // Width: 316 mm. // Depth: 348 mm. 

NARROWED  &  WIDEN  MODEL

TRI Drawer - Weiden Model

Height: 139 mm. // Width: 402 mm. // Depth: 248 mm. 

TRI Drawer- Narrowed Model

4060-1000-9005 
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PEN TRAY “NARROW SPACE”

The Discreet Solution // The drawer doesn’t disturb unnecessarily in the workplace due to its minimal visibility and size. This makes 

the drawer advantageous for most desks, as long as the desk’s frame doesn’t contradict the depth of the drawer, which measures 

473 mm.

The Pen Drawer is available in three different colors, allowing it to complement the existing interior at the workstation. Regardless 

of the color, the drawer always comes with a rubber mat, which can be removed if desired.

Pen Tray “Narrow Space”

4058-9005 // 4059-9006 // 4057-9016

Pen Tray “Narrow Space”

Height: 75 mm. // Width: 140 mm. // Depth: 473 mm. 
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PEN TRAY “NARROW SPACE”

The Discreet Solution // The drawer doesn’t disturb unnecessarily in the workplace due to its minimal visibility and size. This makes 

the drawer advantageous for most desks, as long as the desk’s frame doesn’t contradict the depth of the drawer, which measures 

473 mm.

The Pen Drawer is available in three different colors, allowing it to complement the existing interior at the workstation. Regardless 

of the color, the drawer always comes with a rubber mat, which can be removed if desired.

Pen Tray “Narrow Space”

4058-9005 // 4059-9006 // 4057-9016

Pen Tray “Narrow Space”

Height: 75 mm. // Width: 140 mm. // Depth: 473 mm. 
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REVOLVING PEN TRAY

Storage for Office Accessories  // Our swiveling pen tray is available in two different colors - black and aluminum, both made of 

plastic. These can be advantageously used in most office environments, especially where space is limited, due to the colors and 

the discreet design that doesn’t disrupt the existing decor.

The pen tray can rotate 360 degrees around its own axis due to the pivot point of the drawer.

Our swiveling pen tray is available in two different colors - black and aluminum, both made of plastic. These can be advantageously 

used in most office environments due to the colors and the discreet design that doesn’t disrupt the existing decor.

Revolving pen tray

4030 // 4031

Revolving Pen Tray

Height: 34 mm. // Width: 340 mm. // Depth: 200 mm.  
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4030 // 4031

REVOLVING PEN TRAY

Storage for Office Accessories  // Our swiveling pen tray is available in two different colors - black and aluminum, both made of 

plastic. These can be advantageously used in most office environments, especially where space is limited, due to the colors and 

the discreet design that doesn’t disrupt the existing decor.

The pen tray can rotate 360 degrees around its own axis due to the pivot point of the drawer.

Our swiveling pen tray is available in two different colors - black and aluminum, both made of plastic. These can be advantageously 

used in most office environments due to the colors and the discreet design that doesn’t disrupt the existing decor.

Revolving pen tray

4030 // 4031

Revolving Pen Tray

Height: 34 mm. // Width: 340 mm. // Depth: 200 mm.  
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LOCKABLE LAPTOP TRAY

A Drawer with Appropriate Security Level // The demand for drawers with locks is increasing as security and information handling 

have come into greater focus since the GDPR law came into effect in 2018.

Therefore, this laptop drawer with an integrated lock is a good choice. The advantageous size of the drawer can be mounted under 

the desk’s underside without creating unnecessary disturbance to the existing legroom.

If the workplace is desired to be free from the drawer, it can also be mounted in a cabinet near the workstation, which is possible 

due to the drawer’s size.

Lockable laptop tray

4050-9005 // 4051-9006 // 4050-9016

Lockable laptop tray

Height: 62 mm. // Width: 511 mm. // Depth: 303 mm. 
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LOCKABLE LAPTOP TRAY

A Drawer with Appropriate Security Level // The demand for drawers with locks is increasing as security and information handling 

have come into greater focus since the GDPR law came into effect in 2018.

Therefore, this laptop drawer with an integrated lock is a good choice. The advantageous size of the drawer can be mounted under 

the desk’s underside without creating unnecessary disturbance to the existing legroom.

If the workplace is desired to be free from the drawer, it can also be mounted in a cabinet near the workstation, which is possible 

due to the drawer’s size.

Lockable laptop tray

4050-9005 // 4051-9006 // 4050-9016

Lockable laptop tray

Height: 62 mm. // Width: 511 mm. // Depth: 303 mm. 
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4070-9005-L // 4070-9006-L // 4070-9016-L

8075-Bamboo

4070-TR-plast

4070-SOFT

4070-9005-TR

4070-USB
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LAPTOP TRAY ”ORIGINAL”

100% Extension // PJ’s well-known laptop drawer is not only functional and efficient but also designed to accommodate the 

diversity of the office environment. With its 38mm front, the drawer creates a light appearance that supports ample legroom at 

the desk.  Additionally, the drawer comes with a 110% extension, allowing for maximum utilization of every corner of the drawer.

The laptop drawer is a bestseller in our range, where a new option is offered - a bamboo strip for the drawer’s front. This creates 

an elegant expression in the office environment that is also sustainable, durable, and versatile - good qualities for the practical 

workstation.

Insert for Laptop tray 2014 in plastic

4070-TR-plast

Laptop Tray 2014

4070-9005-L // 4070-9006-L // 4070-9016-L

Soft Close for slower and gentle closing of the drawer

Laptop tray 2014 with lock

Height: 37/72 mm. // Width: 731 mm. // Depth: 356 mm. 

Insert for Laptop tray 2014 in Plastic - Black

Height: 29/64 mm. // Width: 160 mm. // Depth: 339 mm. 

Bamboo front - mainly project-oriented - Lock not included

Height: 32 mm. // Width: 689 mm. // Depth: 18 mm. 

Insert for Laptop tray 2014 in Metal - Black

Height:  29/64 mm. // Width:139  mm. // Depth: 338 mm. 

Insert for Laptop tray 2014 in Metal

4070-9005-TR 
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4070-9005-L // 4070-9006-L // 4070-9016-L

8075-Bamboo

4070-TR-plast

4070-SOFT
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LAPTOP TRAY ”ORIGINAL”

100% Extension // PJ’s well-known laptop drawer is not only functional and efficient but also designed to accommodate the 

diversity of the office environment. With its 38mm front, the drawer creates a light appearance that supports ample legroom at 

the desk.  Additionally, the drawer comes with a 110% extension, allowing for maximum utilization of every corner of the drawer.

The laptop drawer is a bestseller in our range, where a new option is offered - a bamboo strip for the drawer’s front. This creates 

an elegant expression in the office environment that is also sustainable, durable, and versatile - good qualities for the practical 

workstation.

Insert for Laptop tray 2014 in plastic

4070-TR-plast

Laptop Tray 2014

4070-9005-L // 4070-9006-L // 4070-9016-L

Soft Close for slower and gentle closing of the drawer

Laptop tray 2014 with lock

Height: 37/72 mm. // Width: 731 mm. // Depth: 356 mm. 

Insert for Laptop tray 2014 in Plastic - Black

Height: 29/64 mm. // Width: 160 mm. // Depth: 339 mm. 

Bamboo front - mainly project-oriented - Lock not included

Height: 32 mm. // Width: 689 mm. // Depth: 18 mm. 

Insert for Laptop tray 2014 in Metal - Black

Height:  29/64 mm. // Width:139  mm. // Depth: 338 mm. 

Insert for Laptop tray 2014 in Metal

4070-9005-TR 
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4042-9005 // 4043-9006 // 4045-9016

4042-9005-L // 4043-9006-L // 4045-9016-L

4040-9005-L // 4041-9006-L // 4040-9016-L

4040-9005 // 4041-9006 // 4040-9016
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ULTRA PEN
SMALL & LARGE

Recommendable for the majority of all desks  // The Ultra Pen series comes highly recommended for most desks, including desks 

with a bow, as the depth of the drawer measures 184 mm.

Despite the reduced depth, the drawer provides ample storage for various personal items, which can be easily organized thanks 

to the included plastic insert - though not in all models. The Large models come with the removable plastic insert regardless of the 

version, whereas the Small models come with customized content.

Ultra Pen - large, with removable plastic insert (and lock in the L-models)

4040-9005 // 4041-9006 // 4040-9016 // 4040-9005-L // 4041-9006-L // 4040-9016-L

Ultra Pen - small, with rubber drawer liner and lock

4042-9005-L // 4043-9006-L // 4045-9016-L

Ultra Pen - small, with removable plastic insert

4042-9005 // 4043-9006 // 4045-9016

Ultra Pen - small, with removable plastic insert

Height: 32/43 mm. // Width: 425 mm. // Depth: 186 mm. 

Ultra Pen - small, with rubber drawer liner and lock

Height: 32/43 mm. // Width: 425 mm. // Depth: 186 mm. 

Ultra Pen - large, with removable plastic insert

Height: 32/43 mm. // Width: 870 mm. // Depth: 186 mm. 

Ultra Pen - large, with removable plastic insert and lock

Height: 32/43 mm. // Width: 870 mm. // Depth: 186 mm. 
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ULTRA PEN
SMALL & LARGE

Recommendable for the majority of all desks  // The Ultra Pen series comes highly recommended for most desks, including desks 

with a bow, as the depth of the drawer measures 184 mm.

Despite the reduced depth, the drawer provides ample storage for various personal items, which can be easily organized thanks 

to the included plastic insert - though not in all models. The Large models come with the removable plastic insert regardless of the 

version, whereas the Small models come with customized content.

Ultra Pen - large, with removable plastic insert (and lock in the L-models)

4040-9005 // 4041-9006 // 4040-9016 // 4040-9005-L // 4041-9006-L // 4040-9016-L

Ultra Pen - small, with rubber drawer liner and lock

4042-9005-L // 4043-9006-L // 4045-9016-L

Ultra Pen - small, with removable plastic insert

4042-9005 // 4043-9006 // 4045-9016

Ultra Pen - small, with removable plastic insert

Height: 32/43 mm. // Width: 425 mm. // Depth: 186 mm. 

Ultra Pen - small, with rubber drawer liner and lock

Height: 32/43 mm. // Width: 425 mm. // Depth: 186 mm. 

Ultra Pen - large, with removable plastic insert

Height: 32/43 mm. // Width: 870 mm. // Depth: 186 mm. 

Ultra Pen - large, with removable plastic insert and lock

Height: 32/43 mm. // Width: 870 mm. // Depth: 186 mm. 
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BAMBOO PEN TRAY
X-SMALL

Sustainable, Durable, and Versatile  // Drawing inspiration from nature, PJ Production has designed an aesthetically pleasing and 

elegant bamboo drawer, ideal for storing paper, office supplies, and other items.

The design of the bamboo drawer is not only aesthetically pleasing and elegant but also functional in use. The design has taken 

into account cables and wires, which can be discreetly concealed through the hole at the back. Additionally, the drawer has 

advantageous dimensions, making it suitable for most desks, including desks with a depth of 80.

Bamboo Pen Tray  x-small

4091-C 

Bamboo pen tray - x-small

Height: 39 mm. // Width: 282 mm. // Depth: 243 mm. 
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BAMBOO PEN TRAY
X-SMALL

Sustainable, Durable, and Versatile  // Drawing inspiration from nature, PJ Production has designed an aesthetically pleasing and 

elegant bamboo drawer, ideal for storing paper, office supplies, and other items.

The design of the bamboo drawer is not only aesthetically pleasing and elegant but also functional in use. The design has taken 

into account cables and wires, which can be discreetly concealed through the hole at the back. Additionally, the drawer has 

advantageous dimensions, making it suitable for most desks, including desks with a depth of 80.

Bamboo Pen Tray  x-small

4091-C 

Bamboo pen tray - x-small

Height: 39 mm. // Width: 282 mm. // Depth: 243 mm. 
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1160-9005 // 1190-9006 // 1180-9016 1060-9005 // 1090-9006 // 1080-9016 1360-9005 // 1390-9006 // 1380-9016

1560-9005 // 1590-9006 // 1560-9016 1100-9005 // 1140-9006 // 1130-9016 1460-9005 // 1480-9006 // 1490-9016

2215-9005 // 2216-9006 // 2217-9016 4220-9005 // 4220-9006 // 4220-9016 4235-9005

Chamber // More information on page  62-63

CPU - & LAPTOP HOLDERS

Chamber

Find more information on page 62-63

H: 78 mm. // W: 205-260 mm. // D: 330 mm. 

Find more information on page 50-51

CPU-holder Original

H: 250-550 mm. // W: 70-230 mm. // D: 152 mm. 

CPU-holder Micro

Find more information on page 50-51

H: 175-310 mm. // W: 30-100 mm. // D: 80 mm. 

Find more information on page 52-53

Newline CPU-holder

H: 200-460 mm. // W: 60-190 mm. // D: 142 mm. 

Find more information on page 54-55

Wall mounted CPU-holder Horizontal CPU-holder Horizontal CPU-holder, thin client

H: 200 mm. // W: 45-180 mm. // D: 250 mm. 

Find more information on page 56-57

H: 90-160 mm. // W: 260-460 mm. // D: 340 mm. 

Find more information on page 56-57

H: 50-100 mm. // W: 190-350 mm. // D: 270 mm. 

Horizontal laptop holder - medium

Find more information on page 58-59

H: 105-150 mm. // W: 446 mm. // D: 412 mm. 

FastDock laptop holder

Find more information on page 60-61

H: 445 mm. // W: 300 mm. // D: 140 mm. 
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1160-9005 // 1190-9006 // 1180-9016 1060-9005 // 1090-9006 // 1080-9016 1360-9005 // 1390-9006 // 1380-9016

1560-9005 // 1590-9006 // 1560-9016 1100-9005 // 1140-9006 // 1130-9016 1460-9005 // 1480-9006 // 1490-9016

2215-9005 // 2216-9006 // 2217-9016 4220-9005 // 4220-9006 // 4220-9016 4235-9005

Chamber // More information on page  62-63

CPU - & LAPTOP HOLDERS

Chamber

Find more information on page 62-63

H: 78 mm. // W: 205-260 mm. // D: 330 mm. 

Find more information on page 50-51

CPU-holder Original

H: 250-550 mm. // W: 70-230 mm. // D: 152 mm. 

CPU-holder Micro

Find more information on page 50-51

H: 175-310 mm. // W: 30-100 mm. // D: 80 mm. 

Find more information on page 52-53

Newline CPU-holder

H: 200-460 mm. // W: 60-190 mm. // D: 142 mm. 

Find more information on page 54-55

Wall mounted CPU-holder Horizontal CPU-holder Horizontal CPU-holder, thin client

H: 200 mm. // W: 45-180 mm. // D: 250 mm. 

Find more information on page 56-57

H: 90-160 mm. // W: 260-460 mm. // D: 340 mm. 

Find more information on page 56-57

H: 50-100 mm. // W: 190-350 mm. // D: 270 mm. 

Horizontal laptop holder - medium

Find more information on page 58-59

H: 105-150 mm. // W: 446 mm. // D: 412 mm. 

FastDock laptop holder

Find more information on page 60-61

H: 445 mm. // W: 300 mm. // D: 140 mm. 
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1160-9005 // 1190-9006 // 1180-9016

1060-9005 // 1090-9006 // 1080-9016

CPU-HOLDER
ORIGINAL & MICRO

Maximum Stability for the Computer // PJ Production offers a wide range of CPU holders, which have an elegant appearance due 

to their simple construction. This CPU holder comes in two different models - Original and Micro -, each suitable for different 

computer sizes. Common for both CPU holders is that they offer height and width adjustment to easily create stability for the 

suspended computer.

The CPU holders also offer optional add-ons, consisting of a swivel bracket. These provide full rotation and thus easy access to 

the computer. For example, if the computer has USB ports on the top, the swivel bracket is highly recommended as it allows the 

computers to be lowered from the underside of the desk top.

CPU-holder Mikro

1060-9005 // 1090-9006 // 1080-9016

CPU-holder Original

1160-9005 // 1190-9006 // 1180-9016

CPU-holder Original

Height: 250-550 mm. // Wicth 70-230 mm. // Debth: 152 mm. 

CPU-holder Mikro

Height: 175-310 mm. // Wicth: 30-100 mm. // Debth: 80 mm. 
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1160-9005 // 1190-9006 // 1180-9016

1060-9005 // 1090-9006 // 1080-9016

CPU-HOLDER
ORIGINAL & MICRO

Maximum Stability for the Computer // PJ Production offers a wide range of CPU holders, which have an elegant appearance due 

to their simple construction. This CPU holder comes in two different models - Original and Micro -, each suitable for different 

computer sizes. Common for both CPU holders is that they offer height and width adjustment to easily create stability for the 

suspended computer.

The CPU holders also offer optional add-ons, consisting of a swivel bracket. These provide full rotation and thus easy access to 

the computer. For example, if the computer has USB ports on the top, the swivel bracket is highly recommended as it allows the 

computers to be lowered from the underside of the desk top.

CPU-holder Mikro

1060-9005 // 1090-9006 // 1080-9016

CPU-holder Original

1160-9005 // 1190-9006 // 1180-9016

CPU-holder Original

Height: 250-550 mm. // Wicth 70-230 mm. // Debth: 152 mm. 

CPU-holder Mikro

Height: 175-310 mm. // Wicth: 30-100 mm. // Debth: 80 mm. 
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1206-9005 // 1207-9006 // 1204-9016

NEWLINE

The Budget-Friendly Alternative  // PJ Productions’ Newline CPU holder is, as the name suggests, a newer version of our existing 

CPU holder. The difference lies in the fact that the Newline CPU holder has a thinner material thickness combined with other 

manufacturing methods, making the CPU holder significantly more affordable. However, it should be noted that no compromises 

have been made in terms of quality and design, which still meet PJ Productions’ high standards.

The Newline CPU holder can be mounted directly under the desk top, but can also be mounted via a swivel bracket. These allow 

for full rotation and unobstructed access to any USB ports on the top of the computer.  

Swivel bracket

1206-9005 // 1207-9006 // 1204-9016

Newline CPU-holder

1360-9005 // 1390-9006 // 1380-9016

Newline CPU-holder

Height: 200-460 mm. // Width: 142 mm. // Depth: 60-190 mm. 

Swivel bracket for Newline & CPU-holder 2001 Original

Height: 63 mm. // Width: 201 mm. // Depth: 120 mm. 
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1360-9005 // 1390-9006 // 1380-9016

1206-9005 // 1207-9006 // 1204-9016

NEWLINE

The Budget-Friendly Alternative  // PJ Productions’ Newline CPU holder is, as the name suggests, a newer version of our existing 

CPU holder. The difference lies in the fact that the Newline CPU holder has a thinner material thickness combined with other 

manufacturing methods, making the CPU holder significantly more affordable. However, it should be noted that no compromises 

have been made in terms of quality and design, which still meet PJ Productions’ high standards.

The Newline CPU holder can be mounted directly under the desk top, but can also be mounted via a swivel bracket. These allow 

for full rotation and unobstructed access to any USB ports on the top of the computer.  

Swivel bracket

1206-9005 // 1207-9006 // 1204-9016

Newline CPU-holder

1360-9005 // 1390-9006 // 1380-9016

Newline CPU-holder

Height: 200-460 mm. // Width: 142 mm. // Depth: 60-190 mm. 

Swivel bracket for Newline & CPU-holder 2001 Original

Height: 63 mm. // Width: 201 mm. // Depth: 120 mm. 
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1560-9005 // 1590-9006 / 1560-9016

CPU-HOLDER
WALL MOUNTED

Maximize utilization of storage // Why only use the installation opportunity underneath the desktop, when the working environ-

ment has numerous other surfaces recommendable for installation. This CPU-holder must be mounted directly on the wall, which, 

besides space optimization, gives the employee full access to the working station without any disturbing factors. 

The wall-mounted CPU-holder can carry up to 20 kg. Furthermore, the CPU-holder has width adjustment om 45 mm. – 160 mm., 

which makes it possible to use this CPU-holder for a broad array of computers unaffected by the size. The wall-mounted CPU-hold-

er is available in three different colors, - black, white and aluminium, in order to match the existing interior at the office.

CPU-holder Wall Mounted

1560-9005 // 1590-9006 // 1560-9016

CPU-holder, wall mounted

Hight: 200 mm. // Width: 250 mm. // Depth: 45-180 mm. 
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1560-9005 // 1590-9006 / 1560-9016

CPU-HOLDER
WALL MOUNTED

Maximize utilization of storage // Why only use the installation opportunity underneath the desktop, when the working environ-

ment has numerous other surfaces recommendable for installation. This CPU-holder must be mounted directly on the wall, which, 

besides space optimization, gives the employee full access to the working station without any disturbing factors. 

The wall-mounted CPU-holder can carry up to 20 kg. Furthermore, the CPU-holder has width adjustment om 45 mm. – 160 mm., 

which makes it possible to use this CPU-holder for a broad array of computers unaffected by the size. The wall-mounted CPU-hold-

er is available in three different colors, - black, white and aluminium, in order to match the existing interior at the office.

CPU-holder Wall Mounted

1560-9005 // 1590-9006 // 1560-9016

CPU-holder, wall mounted

Hight: 200 mm. // Width: 250 mm. // Depth: 45-180 mm. 
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1100-9005 // 1140-9006 // 1130-9016

1460-9005 // 1490-9006 // 1480-9016

HORIZONTAL CPU-HOLDER
ORIGINAL & MICRO

Integrate the computer in the working environment  // This CPU-holder is recommendable if looking for a horizontally mounted 

CPU-holder. The CPU-holder is directly installed underneath the desktop, which automatically integrates the computer within the 

working environment. 

The CPU-holder is available in two different sizes, which gives a possibility of finding the perfect match unaffected by the size of 

the computer. Both sizes can carry a computer up to 20 kg., as well as height and width adjustment in order to modify the restrain 

the computer in place.

Horizontal CPU-holder, thin client

1460-9005 // 1490-9006 // 1480-9016

Horizontal CPU-holder

1100-9005 // 1140-9006 // 1130-9016

Horizontal CPU-holder, thin client

Height: 50-100 mm. // Width: 150-350 mm. // Depth: 270 mm. 

Horizontal CPU-holder

Height: 90-160 mm. // Width: 260-460 mm. // Depth: 340 mm. 
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1100-9005 // 1140-9006 // 1130-9016

1460-9005 // 1490-9006 // 1480-9016

HORIZONTAL CPU-HOLDER
ORIGINAL & MICRO

Integrate the computer in the working environment  // This CPU-holder is recommendable if looking for a horizontally mounted 

CPU-holder. The CPU-holder is directly installed underneath the desktop, which automatically integrates the computer within the 

working environment. 

The CPU-holder is available in two different sizes, which gives a possibility of finding the perfect match unaffected by the size of 

the computer. Both sizes can carry a computer up to 20 kg., as well as height and width adjustment in order to modify the restrain 

the computer in place.

Horizontal CPU-holder, thin client

1460-9005 // 1490-9006 // 1480-9016

Horizontal CPU-holder

1100-9005 // 1140-9006 // 1130-9016

Horizontal CPU-holder, thin client

Height: 50-100 mm. // Width: 150-350 mm. // Depth: 270 mm. 

Horizontal CPU-holder

Height: 90-160 mm. // Width: 260-460 mm. // Depth: 340 mm. 
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2215-9005 // 2216-9006 // 2217-9016

HORIZONTAL LAPTOP 
HOLDER
MEDIUM

An open solution for laptop and docking station  // Wenn eine Kombination aus einer Schublade und einer CPU-Halterung 

gewünscht wird, ist dieses Regal eine gute Wahl. Das Regal ist diskret unter der Unterseite des Schreibtisches montiert und 

gewährleistet so optimalen Zugang zum Computer.

Die Vorteile des horizontalen Laptop-Halters sind, dass er für die Mehrheit der Schreibtische geeignet ist. Außerdem eignet er 

sich gut für projektbasierte Aufgaben, da er leicht an spezifische Größenanforderungen angepasst werden kann. Er hat eine 

Höhenverstellung von 70-140 mm und ist jeweils in Schwarz, Aluminium und Weiß erhältlich.

Horizontal laptop holder - medium

2215-9005 // 2216-9006 // 2217-9016

Horizontal laptop holder - medium

Height: 105/150 mm. // Width: 446 mm. // Depth: 412 mm. 
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2215-9005 // 2216-9006 // 2217-9016

HORIZONTAL LAPTOP 
HOLDER
MEDIUM

An open solution for laptop and docking station  // Wenn eine Kombination aus einer Schublade und einer CPU-Halterung 

gewünscht wird, ist dieses Regal eine gute Wahl. Das Regal ist diskret unter der Unterseite des Schreibtisches montiert und 

gewährleistet so optimalen Zugang zum Computer.

Die Vorteile des horizontalen Laptop-Halters sind, dass er für die Mehrheit der Schreibtische geeignet ist. Außerdem eignet er 

sich gut für projektbasierte Aufgaben, da er leicht an spezifische Größenanforderungen angepasst werden kann. Er hat eine 

Höhenverstellung von 70-140 mm und ist jeweils in Schwarz, Aluminium und Weiß erhältlich.

Horizontal laptop holder - medium

2215-9005 // 2216-9006 // 2217-9016

Horizontal laptop holder - medium

Height: 105/150 mm. // Width: 446 mm. // Depth: 412 mm. 
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4220-9005 // 4220-9006 // 4220-9016

FASTDOCK

A stable solution //  If looking for a vertically mounted solution for a laptop and a docking station, then this FastDock is an excellent 

choice. The system must be directly installed underneath the desktop, simultaneously placing the personal laptop and docking 

station closer to the possessor. The level of clean desk caused by the placement is increased since the laptop and docking station 

is removed from the desktop. Lastly, the laptop and docking station are secured responsibly due to the enclosed safety strap. 

FastDock

4220-9005 // 4220-9006 // 4220-9016

FastDock laptop holder

Height: 445 mm. // Width: 300 mm. // Depth: 140 mm. 
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4220-9005 // 4220-9006 // 4220-9016

FASTDOCK

A stable solution //  If looking for a vertically mounted solution for a laptop and a docking station, then this FastDock is an excellent 

choice. The system must be directly installed underneath the desktop, simultaneously placing the personal laptop and docking 

station closer to the possessor. The level of clean desk caused by the placement is increased since the laptop and docking station 

is removed from the desktop. Lastly, the laptop and docking station are secured responsibly due to the enclosed safety strap. 

FastDock

4220-9005 // 4220-9006 // 4220-9016

FastDock laptop holder

Height: 445 mm. // Width: 300 mm. // Depth: 140 mm. 
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CHAMBER
USBC & LAPTOPHOLDER

Easy and practical // As technology evolves, we are experiencing an increasing trend / demand for a smart and user-friendly storage 

of both portable and USBC Dock. We have therefore developed this “chamber”, which is mounted under the desk, adapted to both 

small and large workstations.

Chamber is a solution that is easily accessible when you need to “plug” yourself and your laptop into the day’s work. The USBC dock 

is attached and above is a small shelf where you slide your laptop in. Furthermore, there is a cable tie at the back and a small magnet 

to hold the stand on your USBC cord.

The holder fits a 15-inch laptop (W: 35 cm x D: 24 cm H: 1.8 cm) together with a dock, which has a width between 194 mm and 240. 

As well as a 13-inch laptop (W: 31 cm x H: 21 cm x D: 1.8 cm) and a dock which has a width between 164 mm & 215.

However, you can always request other sizes and will be able to easily adapt to your needs.

Chamber - USBC and Laptopholder

4235-9005

Hight: 78 mm. // Width: 205-260 mm. // Depth: 330 mm. 

Chamber - USBC and Laptopholder
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CHAMBER
USBC & LAPTOPHOLDER

Easy and practical // As technology evolves, we are experiencing an increasing trend / demand for a smart and user-friendly storage 

of both portable and USBC Dock. We have therefore developed this “chamber”, which is mounted under the desk, adapted to both 

small and large workstations.

Chamber is a solution that is easily accessible when you need to “plug” yourself and your laptop into the day’s work. The USBC dock 

is attached and above is a small shelf where you slide your laptop in. Furthermore, there is a cable tie at the back and a small magnet 

to hold the stand on your USBC cord.

The holder fits a 15-inch laptop (W: 35 cm x D: 24 cm H: 1.8 cm) together with a dock, which has a width between 194 mm and 240. 

As well as a 13-inch laptop (W: 31 cm x H: 21 cm x D: 1.8 cm) and a dock which has a width between 164 mm & 215.

However, you can always request other sizes and will be able to easily adapt to your needs.

Chamber - USBC and Laptopholder

4235-9005

Hight: 78 mm. // Width: 205-260 mm. // Depth: 330 mm. 

Chamber - USBC and Laptopholder
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DRAWN RN

A A

D D4510-9005-G // 4510-9005-K 4511-9005-G // 4511-9005-K

4401-9005 4405-9005

4130-G // 4130-K 4120-G // 4120-K 4140-G // 4140-K

4160 16010-37 16010-1 16010

4190

4408-9005

Monitor pole for one monitor.  Available in two versions

Find more information on page 70-71

Monitor pole: 300 mm.

MONITOR SOLUTIONS

Wings

Find more information on page 68-69

H: 450 mm. // w: 984 mm. // D: 87-120 mm. 

MONITOR SOLUTIONS

Find more information on page 66-67

Future Flex for one monitor. Available in two versions Future Flex for two monitors. Available in two versions

Monitor pole: 350 mm. // Extension arm: 334 mm.

Find more information on page 66-67

Monitor pole: 350 mm. // Extension arms: 334 mm.

Find more information on page70-71

Monitor pole for one monitor.  Available in two versions Monitor pole for two monitors.  Available in two versions

Monitor pole: 300 mm. // Extension arm: 334 mm.

Find more information on page 70-71

Monitor pole: 300 mm. // Extension arms: 334 mm.

Find more information on page 72-73

Monitor arm for one monitor Monitor arm for two monitors

Maximum height: 438 mm., the screen exclusive

Find more information on page 72-73

Maximum height: 438 mm., the screens exclusive

Find more information on page 76-77

Vesa

H: 110 mm. // W: 110 mm. // D: 60 mm. 

Find more information on page 76-77

Extension arm on 150 mm. Extension arm on 334 mm.

H: 90 mm. // W: 19 mm. // D: 172 mm. 

Find more information on page 76-77

H: 90 mm. // W: 19 mm. // D: 356 mm. 

Extension arm on 70 mm.

Find more information on page 76-77

H: 90 mm. // W: 19 mm. // D: 92 mm. 

Monitor arm Model “Heavy” for one monitors

Find more information on page 74-75

Maximum height: 434 mm., the screens exclusive
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Monitor pole: 350 mm. // Extension arm: 334 mm.
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Monitor pole for one monitor.  Available in two versions Monitor pole for two monitors.  Available in two versions

Monitor pole: 300 mm. // Extension arm: 334 mm.
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4510-9005-G // 4510-9005-K

4511-9005-G // 4511-9005-K

FUTURE FLEX
FOR ONE OR TWO MONITORS

Embraces the Clean Desk Policy  // Ergonomics is about adapting the workspace to individual needs to avoid improper working 

postures. With Future Flex, you get maximum comfort and accessibility, as the screen(s) offer full rotation, optimal tilt options - both 

up and down - as well as height adjustment.

Future Flex consists of an elegant screen column in black, mounting brackets for one or two screens, as well as corresponding VESA 

mounts and extension cables in the desired length. (Extension cables are supplied in sets of two) The system provides full flexibility 

and maximum space utilization based on a centered desk clamp or desk grommet, depending on preference. Future Flex has also 

embraced the Clean Desk Policy, as the screen column features integrated storage to minimize visible wires and cables behind the 

screen.

Future Flex for two monitors

4511-9005-G // 4511-9005-K

Future Flex for one monitor

4510-9005-G // 4510-9005-K

Future Flex with one vesa and one extension arm

Monitor pole: 350 mm. // Extension arm: 334 mm. 

Future Flex with two vesa and two extension arms

Monitor pole: 350 mm. // Extension arm: 334 mm. 
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4511-9005-G // 4511-9005-K

FUTURE FLEX
FOR ONE OR TWO MONITORS

Embraces the Clean Desk Policy  // Ergonomics is about adapting the workspace to individual needs to avoid improper working 

postures. With Future Flex, you get maximum comfort and accessibility, as the screen(s) offer full rotation, optimal tilt options - both 

up and down - as well as height adjustment.

Future Flex consists of an elegant screen column in black, mounting brackets for one or two screens, as well as corresponding VESA 

mounts and extension cables in the desired length. (Extension cables are supplied in sets of two) The system provides full flexibility 

and maximum space utilization based on a centered desk clamp or desk grommet, depending on preference. Future Flex has also 

embraced the Clean Desk Policy, as the screen column features integrated storage to minimize visible wires and cables behind the 

screen.

Future Flex for two monitors

4511-9005-G // 4511-9005-K

Future Flex for one monitor

4510-9005-G // 4510-9005-K

Future Flex with one vesa and one extension arm

Monitor pole: 350 mm. // Extension arm: 334 mm. 

Future Flex with two vesa and two extension arms

Monitor pole: 350 mm. // Extension arm: 334 mm. 
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WINGS

Expand Your View  // Wings is the optimal solution for mounting three monitors.

Wings features a single column in the center, saving space on the desk. The column can be mounted either with a desk clamp or 

with a desk grommet. With the latter solution, the best stability is achieved, while the cables can be routed directly through the 

column and down through the desktop. The solution can be customized depending on the size of the monitors.

Wings can carry a maximum of three monitors, each 27 inches and 8 kg. Or two monitors, each 32 inches and 16 kg. However, 

heavy monitors require a larger VESA mount/tilt bracket than the standard ones sent out. Please contact us if you require something 

different.

Wings

4160 

Wings with three vesa and three packeges of extension arms

Vertical monitor pole: 450 mm. // Horizontal monitor pole: 984 mm  // Depth: 87/120 mm

Extension arms 

2 x 334 mm. & 1 x 70 mm. 
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WINGS

Expand Your View  // Wings is the optimal solution for mounting three monitors.

Wings features a single column in the center, saving space on the desk. The column can be mounted either with a desk clamp or 

with a desk grommet. With the latter solution, the best stability is achieved, while the cables can be routed directly through the 

column and down through the desktop. The solution can be customized depending on the size of the monitors.

Wings can carry a maximum of three monitors, each 27 inches and 8 kg. Or two monitors, each 32 inches and 16 kg. However, 

heavy monitors require a larger VESA mount/tilt bracket than the standard ones sent out. Please contact us if you require something 

different.

Wings

4160 

Wings with three vesa and three packeges of extension arms

Vertical monitor pole: 450 mm. // Horizontal monitor pole: 984 mm  // Depth: 87/120 mm

Extension arms 

2 x 334 mm. & 1 x 70 mm. 
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4130-G // 4130-K

4120-G // 4120-K

4140-G // 4140-K

MONITOR POLE
FOR ONE OR TWO MONITORS

The Obvious Choice // If more space is desired at the desk, this monitor column is an obvious choice. The mounting bracket for the 

extension cables can be mounted on both sides of the monitor column, which is advantageous for smaller work environments, as 

the monitor column does not take up unnecessary space at the desk.

Cables and wires from the mounted screens can be discreetly hidden in the standard 30 cm high aluminum column, creating 

a clean desk look in the office environment. If other colors than the standard color combination and/or other dimensions of 

the column are desired, this can of course be produced. Currently, the monitor column is produced in 30 cm, but can easily be 

combined with corresponding profiles to create a desired screen wall. This solution is also “strong” enough to carry even the 

largest curved screens. Remember to order a large VESA bracket.

Monitor Pole for two monitors

4140-G // 4140-K

Monitor Pole for one monitor

4120-G // 4120-K

Monitor Pole for one monitor

4130-G // 4130-K

Monitor pole with one vesa. No extension arms included!

Monitor pole: 300 mm.

Monitor pole with one vesa and one package of extension arms

Monitor pole: 300 mm. // Extension arms: 334 mm. 

Monitor pole with two vesa and two packages of extension arms

Monitor pole: 300 mm. // Extension arms: 334 mm. 
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MONITOR POLE
FOR ONE OR TWO MONITORS

The Obvious Choice // If more space is desired at the desk, this monitor column is an obvious choice. The mounting bracket for the 

extension cables can be mounted on both sides of the monitor column, which is advantageous for smaller work environments, as 

the monitor column does not take up unnecessary space at the desk.

Cables and wires from the mounted screens can be discreetly hidden in the standard 30 cm high aluminum column, creating 

a clean desk look in the office environment. If other colors than the standard color combination and/or other dimensions of 

the column are desired, this can of course be produced. Currently, the monitor column is produced in 30 cm, but can easily be 

combined with corresponding profiles to create a desired screen wall. This solution is also “strong” enough to carry even the 

largest curved screens. Remember to order a large VESA bracket.

Monitor Pole for two monitors

4140-G // 4140-K

Monitor Pole for one monitor

4120-G // 4120-K

Monitor Pole for one monitor

4130-G // 4130-K

Monitor pole with one vesa. No extension arms included!

Monitor pole: 300 mm.

Monitor pole with one vesa and one package of extension arms

Monitor pole: 300 mm. // Extension arms: 334 mm. 

Monitor pole with two vesa and two packages of extension arms

Monitor pole: 300 mm. // Extension arms: 334 mm. 
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MONITORARM
FOR ONE OR TWO MONITORS

An ergonomic correctly solution  // This Monitorarm from PJ Production can be operated via gas springs, which provides a smooth 

height adjustment optimizing the workstation ergonomically. The system can either be bought for one monitor or two monitors, 

which both are produced in black powder-coated aluminium. Furthermore, the monitor system is delivered with two installation 

options, - desk clamp and through desk mount, both options included as standard. 

The monitor system benefits ergonomic, since the monitors have full 360 degrees rotation and can be tilted 85 degrees up and 

15 degrees down. Additionally, the cables and wires from the installed monitor(s) can easily be fitted to the Monitorarm with the 

included cable clamp. 

Monitorarm for two monitors

4405-9005

Monitorarm for one monitor

4401-9005

Monitor arm for one monitor. Is delivered with through-desk mount and desk clamp

Maximum height: 438 mm., the screen exclusive

Monitor arm for two monitors. Is delivered with through-desk mount and desk clamp

Maximum height: 438 mm., the screens exclusive
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MONITORARM
FOR ONE OR TWO MONITORS

An ergonomic correctly solution  // This Monitorarm from PJ Production can be operated via gas springs, which provides a smooth 

height adjustment optimizing the workstation ergonomically. The system can either be bought for one monitor or two monitors, 

which both are produced in black powder-coated aluminium. Furthermore, the monitor system is delivered with two installation 

options, - desk clamp and through desk mount, both options included as standard. 

The monitor system benefits ergonomic, since the monitors have full 360 degrees rotation and can be tilted 85 degrees up and 

15 degrees down. Additionally, the cables and wires from the installed monitor(s) can easily be fitted to the Monitorarm with the 

included cable clamp. 

Monitorarm for two monitors

4405-9005

Monitorarm for one monitor

4401-9005

Monitor arm for one monitor. Is delivered with through-desk mount and desk clamp

Maximum height: 438 mm., the screen exclusive

Monitor arm for two monitors. Is delivered with through-desk mount and desk clamp

Maximum height: 438 mm., the screens exclusive
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4408-9005

Monitor arm model “Heavy”. Is delivered with through-desk mount and desk clamp

Maximum height: 434 mm., the screens exclusive

MONITORARM MODEL HEAVY
FOR ONE MONITOR

A Solution for Heavy Monitors  // Our gas spring monitor arm ensures effortless height adjustment. This version is designed for 

extra heavy monitors, including curved screens. The monitor arm comes with both a desk clamp and a desk grommet. This system 

not only ensures flexibility but also provides a professional and user-friendly experience.

The gas arm is suitable for monitors ranging in size from 10” to 50” and with a weight capacity of 9-20 kg. It offers adjustment 

options with a tilt angle range from -90 degrees to -15 degrees. The product is compatible with VESA 100×100 (included).

Monitor arm “Heavy” for one monitor

4408-9005
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4408-9005

Monitor arm model “Heavy”. Is delivered with through-desk mount and desk clamp

Maximum height: 434 mm., the screens exclusive

MONITORARM MODEL HEAVY
FOR ONE MONITOR

A Solution for Heavy Monitors  // Our gas spring monitor arm ensures effortless height adjustment. This version is designed for 

extra heavy monitors, including curved screens. The monitor arm comes with both a desk clamp and a desk grommet. This system 

not only ensures flexibility but also provides a professional and user-friendly experience.

The gas arm is suitable for monitors ranging in size from 10” to 50” and with a weight capacity of 9-20 kg. It offers adjustment 

options with a tilt angle range from -90 degrees to -15 degrees. The product is compatible with VESA 100×100 (included).

Monitor arm “Heavy” for one monitor

4408-9005
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ADD-ON
EXTENSION ARMS & VESA

If you would like to upgrade your monitor system // The monitor systems from PJ Production are built upon extension arms, which 

support a personalized working environment. If investing in a Monitor Pole one extension arm or a Future Flex with two extension 

arms, then these can always be upgraded with the preferred amount of extension arms. 

When investing in an extension arm, you get the possibility of installing an extra monitor in the working environment as an 

improvement. However, be aware that the extension arm is excluding VESA mount, which can be found on the following page. 

Every extension arm comes in a package with two.

A VESA mount to the universal monitor // Monitor systems from PJ Production do always include a corresponding amount of VESA 

mounts. The monitor system can at any time be upgraded, which means that the amount of VESA mounts has to be upgraded as 

well. Our VESA mounts can be used til all monitors due to the measurements of both 75 x 75 and 100 x 100, which are the standard 

distances between the screw-holes. Furthermore, the VESA mount can be rotated, allowing easy positioning and safety in terms of 

the tilting adjustment, which provides the user the most ergonomically position.

Extension arm on 334 mm. 

16010

Extension arm on 150 mm. 

16010-1

Extension arm on 70 mm. 

16010-37

Vesa

4190

Extension arm on 70 mm. in aluminium

Height: 90 mm. // Width: 19 mm. // Depth: 92 mm. 

Extension arm on 150 mm. in aluminium

Height: 90 mm. // Width: 19 mm. // Depth: 172 mm. 

Extension arm on 334 mm. in aluminium

Height: 90 mm. // Width: 19 mm. // Depth: 356 mm. 

Vesa

Height: 110 mm. // Width: 110 mm. // Depth: 60 mm. 
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ADD-ON
EXTENSION ARMS & VESA

If you would like to upgrade your monitor system // The monitor systems from PJ Production are built upon extension arms, which 

support a personalized working environment. If investing in a Monitor Pole one extension arm or a Future Flex with two extension 

arms, then these can always be upgraded with the preferred amount of extension arms. 

When investing in an extension arm, you get the possibility of installing an extra monitor in the working environment as an 

improvement. However, be aware that the extension arm is excluding VESA mount, which can be found on the following page. 

Every extension arm comes in a package with two.

A VESA mount to the universal monitor // Monitor systems from PJ Production do always include a corresponding amount of VESA 

mounts. The monitor system can at any time be upgraded, which means that the amount of VESA mounts has to be upgraded as 

well. Our VESA mounts can be used til all monitors due to the measurements of both 75 x 75 and 100 x 100, which are the standard 

distances between the screw-holes. Furthermore, the VESA mount can be rotated, allowing easy positioning and safety in terms of 

the tilting adjustment, which provides the user the most ergonomically position.

Extension arm on 334 mm. 

16010

Extension arm on 150 mm. 

16010-1

Extension arm on 70 mm. 

16010-37

Vesa

4190

Extension arm on 70 mm. in aluminium

Height: 90 mm. // Width: 19 mm. // Depth: 92 mm. 

Extension arm on 150 mm. in aluminium

Height: 90 mm. // Width: 19 mm. // Depth: 172 mm. 

Extension arm on 334 mm. in aluminium

Height: 90 mm. // Width: 19 mm. // Depth: 356 mm. 

Vesa

Height: 110 mm. // Width: 110 mm. // Depth: 60 mm. 



3070-0103-9005 // 3070-0103-9006 // 3070-0103-9016 3070-0105-9005 // 3070-0105-9006 // 3070-0105-9016

3050-9005 // 3051-9006 // 3050-9016

3054-4-9005 //  3054-4-9006 // 3054-4-9016 3054-9005 //  3056-9006 // 3054-9016 3054-90-9005 //  3056-90-9006 // 4048-90-9016

3048-9005 //  3049-9006 // 3048-9016. 3055-9005 //  3057-9006 // 3055-9016

3070-0108-9005 // 3070-0108-9006 // 3070-0108-9016

3083 3081 3091 // 3078-3 // 3078-1 // 3078

3087 // 3085 // 3079-1 // 3093 // 3089 // 3079

6000-0209 6000-0210 6000-0211

CABLE SOLUTIONS

Gaia 115 cm. fixed length cable tray Gaia 147 cm. fixed length cable tray

Find more information on page 80-81

H: 78 mm. // W: 1150 mm. // D: 152 mm. 

Find more information on page 80-81

H: 78 mm. // W: 1470 mm. // D: 152 mm. 

Cable tray - 147 cm. flex

Find more information on page 84-85

H: 60 mm. // W: 1470 mm. // D: 81 mm. 

Find more information on page 82-83

Cable tray Epsilon - 74 cm. fixed Cable tray Epsilon - 90 cm. fixed

H: 81 mm. // W: 740 mm. // D: 151 mm. 

Find more information on page 82-83

H: 81 mm. // W: 900 mm. // D: 151 mm. 

Find more information on page 82-83

Cable tray Epsilon - 40 cm. fixed

H: 81 mm. // W: 400 mm. // D: 151 mm. 

Cable tray Epsilon - 115 cm. fixed

Find more information on page 82-83

H: 81 mm. // W: 1150 mm. // D: 151 mm. 

Find more information on page 82-83

Cable tray Epsilon - 147 cm. fixed

H: 81 mm. // W: 1470 mm. // D: 151 mm. 

Find more information on page 80-81

H: 78 mm. // W: 900 mm. // D: 152 mm. 

Kabelkanal ,,Gaia Fix” - 90 cm.

CABLE SOLUTIONS

Squared cable outlet - small version

Find more information on page 88-89

H: 14 mm. // W: 100 mm. // D: 100 mm. 

Find more information on page 88-89

Squared cable outlet - large version

H: 14 mm. // W: 240 mm. // D: 100 mm. 

Round cable outlets - Ø60

Find more information on page 90-91

Ø60 with different heights

Round cable outlets - Ø80

Find more information on page 90-91

Ø80 with different heights

Felt Cable Tray - 147 cm

Find more information on page 86-87

H: 98 mm. // W: 1470 mm. // D: 150 mm. 

Find more information on page 86-87

Felt Cable Tray - 115 cm

H: 98 mm. // W: 1150 mm. // D: 150 mm. 

Felt Cable Tray - 74 cm

Find more information on page 86-87

H: 98 mm. // W: 740 mm. // D: 150 mm. 



3070-0103-9005 // 3070-0103-9006 // 3070-0103-9016 3070-0105-9005 // 3070-0105-9006 // 3070-0105-9016

3050-9005 // 3051-9006 // 3050-9016

3054-4-9005 //  3054-4-9006 // 3054-4-9016 3054-9005 //  3056-9006 // 3054-9016 3054-90-9005 //  3056-90-9006 // 4048-90-9016

3048-9005 //  3049-9006 // 3048-9016. 3055-9005 //  3057-9006 // 3055-9016

3070-0108-9005 // 3070-0108-9006 // 3070-0108-9016

3083 3081 3091 // 3078-3 // 3078-1 // 3078

3087 // 3085 // 3079-1 // 3093 // 3089 // 3079

6000-0209 6000-0210 6000-0211

CABLE SOLUTIONS

Gaia 115 cm. fixed length cable tray Gaia 147 cm. fixed length cable tray

Find more information on page 80-81

H: 78 mm. // W: 1150 mm. // D: 152 mm. 

Find more information on page 80-81

H: 78 mm. // W: 1470 mm. // D: 152 mm. 

Cable tray - 147 cm. flex

Find more information on page 84-85

H: 60 mm. // W: 1470 mm. // D: 81 mm. 

Find more information on page 82-83

Cable tray Epsilon - 74 cm. fixed Cable tray Epsilon - 90 cm. fixed

H: 81 mm. // W: 740 mm. // D: 151 mm. 

Find more information on page 82-83

H: 81 mm. // W: 900 mm. // D: 151 mm. 

Find more information on page 82-83

Cable tray Epsilon - 40 cm. fixed

H: 81 mm. // W: 400 mm. // D: 151 mm. 

Cable tray Epsilon - 115 cm. fixed

Find more information on page 82-83

H: 81 mm. // W: 1150 mm. // D: 151 mm. 

Find more information on page 82-83

Cable tray Epsilon - 147 cm. fixed

H: 81 mm. // W: 1470 mm. // D: 151 mm. 

Find more information on page 80-81

H: 78 mm. // W: 900 mm. // D: 152 mm. 

Kabelkanal ,,Gaia Fix” - 90 cm.

CABLE SOLUTIONS

Squared cable outlet - small version

Find more information on page 88-89

H: 14 mm. // W: 100 mm. // D: 100 mm. 

Find more information on page 88-89

Squared cable outlet - large version

H: 14 mm. // W: 240 mm. // D: 100 mm. 

Round cable outlets - Ø60

Find more information on page 90-91

Ø60 with different heights

Round cable outlets - Ø80

Find more information on page 90-91

Ø80 with different heights

Felt Cable Tray - 147 cm

Find more information on page 86-87

H: 98 mm. // W: 1470 mm. // D: 150 mm. 

Find more information on page 86-87

Felt Cable Tray - 115 cm

H: 98 mm. // W: 1150 mm. // D: 150 mm. 

Felt Cable Tray - 74 cm

Find more information on page 86-87

H: 98 mm. // W: 740 mm. // D: 150 mm. 
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3070-0103-9005 // 3070-0103-9006 // 3070-0103-9016

3070-0105-9005 // 3070-0105-9006 // 3070-0105-9016

3070-0108-9005 // 3070-0108-9006 // 3070-0108-9016

GAIA CABLE TRAYS
FIXED LENGTH

Create connectedness with the desk // There is hardly anything in the world that is more unpleasant than cables and wires in 

different colors and sizes along the edges of the desk. Additionally, these visible cables affect the indoor climate, since the dust 

easily gets caught in the mess, where the vacuum cleaner cannot get access to. 

Fortunately, helps the GAIA Cable tray to overcome the issue with visible cables and wires with a simple, attractive, and 

professionally correct solution. The cable tray is available in three fixed lengths, - 90, 115 cm. and 147cm. 

Gaia 115 cm. fixed length cable tray

3070-0103-9005 // 3070-0103-9006 // 3070-0103-9016

Gaia 147 cm. fixed length cable tray

3070-0105-9005 // 3070-0105-9006 // 3070-0105-9016

One 115 cm. Gaia fixed length cable tray with two mounting devices

Height: 78 mm. // Width: 1150 mm. // Depth: 152 mm. 

One 147 cm. Gaia fixed length cable tray with two mounting devices

Height: 78 mm. // Width: 1470 mm. // Depth: 152 mm. 

One 90 cm. Gaia fixed length cable tray with two mounting devices

Height: 78 mm. // Width: 900 mm. // Depth: 152 mm. 
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3070-0103-9005 // 3070-0103-9006 // 3070-0103-9016

3070-0105-9005 // 3070-0105-9006 // 3070-0105-9016

3070-0108-9005 // 3070-0108-9006 // 3070-0108-9016

GAIA CABLE TRAYS
FIXED LENGTH

Create connectedness with the desk // There is hardly anything in the world that is more unpleasant than cables and wires in 

different colors and sizes along the edges of the desk. Additionally, these visible cables affect the indoor climate, since the dust 

easily gets caught in the mess, where the vacuum cleaner cannot get access to. 

Fortunately, helps the GAIA Cable tray to overcome the issue with visible cables and wires with a simple, attractive, and 

professionally correct solution. The cable tray is available in three fixed lengths, - 90, 115 cm. and 147cm. 

Gaia 115 cm. fixed length cable tray

3070-0103-9005 // 3070-0103-9006 // 3070-0103-9016

Gaia 147 cm. fixed length cable tray

3070-0105-9005 // 3070-0105-9006 // 3070-0105-9016

One 115 cm. Gaia fixed length cable tray with two mounting devices

Height: 78 mm. // Width: 1150 mm. // Depth: 152 mm. 

One 147 cm. Gaia fixed length cable tray with two mounting devices

Height: 78 mm. // Width: 1470 mm. // Depth: 152 mm. 

One 90 cm. Gaia fixed length cable tray with two mounting devices

Height: 78 mm. // Width: 900 mm. // Depth: 152 mm. 
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3054-90-9005 // 3056-90-9006 // 3048-90-9016

3054-4-9005 // 3054-4-9006 // 3054-4-9016

3048-9005 // 3049-9006 // 3048-9016

3055-9005 // 3057-9006 // 3055-9016

3054-9005 // 3056-9006 // 3054-9016

CABLE TRAY “EPSILON”
FIXED

A solid and spacious solution // If organizational options are sought for the multitude of cables that often wind down from the 

edge of the desk, then this solid cable tray is a good choice. A sturdy and spacious cable tray that can be easily mounted under 

the desk. Cables and wires can be discreetly installed inside without being visible, and can be secured using the integrated strip 

holes in the front of the cable tray.

The cable tray series consists of five different sizes, each with tailored centered holes for plugs or cable pass-throughs. With the 

exception of the 40 cm model. All cable trays are available in three colors - black, aluminum, and white.

Fixed Cable tray  - 74 cm. fixed

3054-9005 // 3056-9006 // 3054-9016

Fixed Cable tray - 115 cm. fixed

3048-9005 // 3049-9006 // 3048-9016

Fixed  Cable tray  - 147 cm. fixed

3055-9005 // 3057-9006 // 3055-9016

Fixed  Cable tray - 90 cm. fixed

3054-90-9005 // 3056-90-9006 // 4048-90-9016

Fixed Cable tray  - 40 cm. fixed

3054-4-9005 // 3054-4-9006 // 3054-4-9016

Fixed Cable tray - 40 cm. fixed

Height: 81 mm. // Width: 400 mm. // Depth: 151 mm. 

Fixed Cable tray - 74 cm. fixed

Height: 81 mm. // Width: 740 mm. // Depth: 151 mm. 

Fixed Cable tray - 90 cm. fixed

Height: 81 mm. // Width: 900 mm. // Depth: 151 mm. 

Fixed Cable tray - 115 cm. fixed

Height: 81 mm. // Width: 1150 mm. // Depth: 151 mm. 

Fixed Cable tray - 147 cm. fixed

Height: 81 mm. // Width: 1470 mm. // Depth: 151 mm. 
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3054-90-9005 // 3056-90-9006 // 3048-90-9016

3054-4-9005 // 3054-4-9006 // 3054-4-9016

3048-9005 // 3049-9006 // 3048-9016

3055-9005 // 3057-9006 // 3055-9016

3054-9005 // 3056-9006 // 3054-9016

CABLE TRAY “EPSILON”
FIXED

A solid and spacious solution // If organizational options are sought for the multitude of cables that often wind down from the 

edge of the desk, then this solid cable tray is a good choice. A sturdy and spacious cable tray that can be easily mounted under 

the desk. Cables and wires can be discreetly installed inside without being visible, and can be secured using the integrated strip 

holes in the front of the cable tray.

The cable tray series consists of five different sizes, each with tailored centered holes for plugs or cable pass-throughs. With the 

exception of the 40 cm model. All cable trays are available in three colors - black, aluminum, and white.

Fixed Cable tray  - 74 cm. fixed

3054-9005 // 3056-9006 // 3054-9016

Fixed Cable tray - 115 cm. fixed

3048-9005 // 3049-9006 // 3048-9016

Fixed  Cable tray  - 147 cm. fixed

3055-9005 // 3057-9006 // 3055-9016

Fixed  Cable tray - 90 cm. fixed

3054-90-9005 // 3056-90-9006 // 4048-90-9016

Fixed Cable tray  - 40 cm. fixed

3054-4-9005 // 3054-4-9006 // 3054-4-9016

Fixed Cable tray - 40 cm. fixed

Height: 81 mm. // Width: 400 mm. // Depth: 151 mm. 

Fixed Cable tray - 74 cm. fixed

Height: 81 mm. // Width: 740 mm. // Depth: 151 mm. 

Fixed Cable tray - 90 cm. fixed

Height: 81 mm. // Width: 900 mm. // Depth: 151 mm. 

Fixed Cable tray - 115 cm. fixed

Height: 81 mm. // Width: 1150 mm. // Depth: 151 mm. 

Fixed Cable tray - 147 cm. fixed

Height: 81 mm. // Width: 1470 mm. // Depth: 151 mm. 
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3050-9005 // 3051-9006 // 3050-9016

CABLE TRAY
FLEX

The perfect solution for the round table  // If you are the owner of a round table, why see this as a limit? This flex cable tray is a 

perfect solution for round tables, since the cable tray can be shaped as the table.  This means that the cable tray has two application 

opportunities: either by being curved or fixed. Either way, this cable tray is perfect for impoundment of cables and wires.

Cable tray - 147 cm. fixed

3050-9005 // 3051-9006 // 3050-9016

Cable tray - 147 cm. flex. Curved format

Height: 60 mm. // Width: 1470 mm. // Depth: 81 mm. 
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3050-9005 // 3051-9006 // 3050-9016

CABLE TRAY
FLEX

The perfect solution for the round table  // If you are the owner of a round table, why see this as a limit? This flex cable tray is a 

perfect solution for round tables, since the cable tray can be shaped as the table.  This means that the cable tray has two application 

opportunities: either by being curved or fixed. Either way, this cable tray is perfect for impoundment of cables and wires.

Cable tray - 147 cm. fixed

3050-9005 // 3051-9006 // 3050-9016

Cable tray - 147 cm. flex. Curved format

Height: 60 mm. // Width: 1470 mm. // Depth: 81 mm. 
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6000-0210

6000-0209

6000-0211

FELT CABLE TRAY
74 CM., 115 CM. & 147 CM.

Stylish and functional design // We have a burning desire to transform waste into valuable products. One of the products produced 

from recyclable plastic is this cable tray. The felt is made from 70% upcycled plastic bottles.

With our new “Felt Cable Tray”, we have combined the best of previous cable tray solutions and combined it in a product that 

recycles waste material. Form has been in sharp focus during the development of the cable tray. The idea is minimalistic in order to 

reduce waste material, but at the same time no compromise has been made with function.

Felt Cable Tray - 115 cm.
6000-0210

Felt Cable Tray - 147 cm.

6000-0211

Felt Cable Tray - 74 cm.

6000-0209

Felt Cable Tray - 115 cm.

Felt Cable Tray - 74 cm.

Felt Cable Tray - 147 cm.

Height: 98 mm. // Width: 740 mm. // Depth: 150 mm. 

Height: 98 mm. // Width: 1150 mm. // Depth: 150 mm. 

Height: 98 mm. // Width: 1150 mm. // Depth: 150 mm. 
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FELT CABLE TRAY
74 CM., 115 CM. & 147 CM.

Stylish and functional design // We have a burning desire to transform waste into valuable products. One of the products produced 

from recyclable plastic is this cable tray. The felt is made from 70% upcycled plastic bottles.

With our new “Felt Cable Tray”, we have combined the best of previous cable tray solutions and combined it in a product that 

recycles waste material. Form has been in sharp focus during the development of the cable tray. The idea is minimalistic in order to 

reduce waste material, but at the same time no compromise has been made with function.

Felt Cable Tray - 115 cm.
6000-0210

Felt Cable Tray - 147 cm.

6000-0211

Felt Cable Tray - 74 cm.

6000-0209

Felt Cable Tray - 115 cm.

Felt Cable Tray - 74 cm.

Felt Cable Tray - 147 cm.

Height: 98 mm. // Width: 740 mm. // Depth: 150 mm. 

Height: 98 mm. // Width: 1150 mm. // Depth: 150 mm. 

Height: 98 mm. // Width: 1150 mm. // Depth: 150 mm. 
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CABLE OUTLETS
SQUARED

Hide cables and wires discreetly // The tendency is that wires and cables take to much focus in the working environment due to the 

lack of hidden opportunities. This unwelcomed situation can, however, be solved with a cable outlet from PJ Production, where 

the wires and cables are hidden carefully in an elegant manner. 

The manner in which the cable outlet is installed, is by making a size-costumed hole in the desktop where the cable outlet can be 

placed. These cables outlets have a squared shape – quadratic and rectangular, both with brushes in order to keep the cables and 

wires in place. PJ Production’s assortment does likewise include round cable outlets, which can be found on the following page.

Squared cable outlet - small version

3083

Squared cable outlet - large version

3081

Squared cable outlet - small version, in anodised aluminium

Height: 14 mm. // Width: 100 mm. // Depth: 100 mm. 

Squared cable outlet - large version, in anodised aluminium

Height: 14 mm. // Width: 240 mm. // Depth: 100 mm. 
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CABLE OUTLETS
SQUARED

Hide cables and wires discreetly // The tendency is that wires and cables take to much focus in the working environment due to the 

lack of hidden opportunities. This unwelcomed situation can, however, be solved with a cable outlet from PJ Production, where 

the wires and cables are hidden carefully in an elegant manner. 

The manner in which the cable outlet is installed, is by making a size-costumed hole in the desktop where the cable outlet can be 

placed. These cables outlets have a squared shape – quadratic and rectangular, both with brushes in order to keep the cables and 

wires in place. PJ Production’s assortment does likewise include round cable outlets, which can be found on the following page.

Squared cable outlet - small version

3083

Squared cable outlet - large version

3081

Squared cable outlet - small version, in anodised aluminium

Height: 14 mm. // Width: 100 mm. // Depth: 100 mm. 

Squared cable outlet - large version, in anodised aluminium

Height: 14 mm. // Width: 240 mm. // Depth: 100 mm. 
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3091 // 3085

3078-3 // 3079-3

3087

3078-1 // 3089 3078 // 3079

3078-4  // 3079-1

3079-4  // 3079-5

CABLE OUTLETS
ROUND

A cable outlet for every taste //  PJ Production offers round cable passthroughs in a multitude of materials and expressions. You can 

choose between black and white options in both steel-lacquered and/or ABS plastic, as well as a chrome variant.

The majority of our cable passthroughs are available in sizes Ø60 and Ø80. Once your choice is made, simply mount it into a 

size-adjusted hole in your desk, and you can easily conceal both cables and wires.

Round cable outlets - Ø60, and a height on 20 mm.

3078-1 // 3078

Round cable outlets - Ø60, and a height on 13 mm.

3091 // 3078-3 // 3078-4

Round cable outlets - Ø80, and a height on 13 mm.

3087 // 3085 // 3079-1 // 3079-3 // 3093

Round cable outlets - Ø80, and a height on 22 mm.

3089 // 3079

3091: Ø60 in steel look // 3085: Ø80 in steel look

3078-3: Ø60 in white coated steel // 3079-3: Ø80 in white coated steel

3087: Ø80 in aluminium look

3078-1: Ø60 in white ABS plastic // 3089: Ø80 in white ABS plastic 3078: Ø60 in black ABS plastic // 3079: Ø80 in black ABS plastic

3078-4: Ø60 in black coated steel  // 3079-1: Ø80 in black coated steel

3079-4: Ø80 “painted steel” Color: Black   //

3079-5: Ø80 “painted steel” Color: White
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4020-0103-9005 // 4020-0103-9006 // 4020-0103-9016 5000-0000-9005 // 5000-0000-9006 // 5000-0000-9016 3210-80-S

3210-120-S 3210-160-S 3210-240-S

ACCESSORIES

Find more information on page 102-103

MO-CUP

H: 24 mm. // W: 150 mm. // D: 296 mm. 

Satchel hook

Find more information on page 104-105

H: 44 mm. // W: 59 mm. // D: 68 mm. 

Cable management sock - 80 cm.

Find more information on page 106-107

The length and diameter can be adjusted

Find more information on page 106-107

Cable management sock - 120 cm.

The length and diamter can be adjusted

Cable management sock - 160 cm.

Find more information on page 106-107

The length and diameter can be adjusted

Cable management sock - 240 cm.

Find more information on page 106-107

The length and diameter can be adjusted
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4020-0103-9005 // 4020-0103-9006 // 4020-0103-9016

MO-CUP

This multifunctional cup-holder has to be experienced  // National and international companies embrace the smaller, portable 

offices, including the clean desk policy, where the workplace is empty and ready for the next-coming working day. PJ Production 

has developed a new and innovative cup-holder that discretely can be installed underneath the desk. The solution is ideal for 

smaller offices, since the cup-holder generates a depositary removed from the desktops. Furthermore, when removing the cup 

from the desk, the problem with damaged computers due to spilled liquid, - especially coffee, will be decreased.

The cup-holder is named: MO-CUP, because of the multifunctional design. Besides the space for a universal cup, the cup-holder 

has an integrated holder for a phone in the front. The phone can be charged while being placed in the cup-holder due to the hole 

in the bottom of the design. 

MO-CUP

4020-0103-9005 // 4020-0103-9006 // 4020-0103-9016

MO-CUP

Height: 24 mm. // Width: 150 mm. // Depth: 296 mm. 
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MO-CUP
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5000-0000-9005 // 5000-0000-9006 // 5000-0000-9016

SATCHEL HOOK

The perfect clean desk feature   // The working environment is changing continuously, and the clean desk policy has never been 

more popular. Various of companies have chosen to integrate the policy as the customary in order to generate a more welcoming 

working environment with open-minded employees.

This satchel hook is attractive for the majority of all companies, especially those of whom that have integrated the clean desk policy, 

since the floor can be kept free from handbags that are flowing freely. The satchel hook is installed discretely underneath the desk 

to minimize the visibility when it is not being applied. Furthermore, the satchel hook can also be used to umbrellas or carrier bags 

to ensure that the floor is kept freely.

Satchel hook

5000-0000-9005 // 5000-0000-9006 // 5000-0000-9016

Satchel hook in black

Height: 44 mm. // Width: 59 mm. // Depth: 68 mm. 
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SATCHEL HOOK

The perfect clean desk feature   // The working environment is changing continuously, and the clean desk policy has never been 

more popular. Various of companies have chosen to integrate the policy as the customary in order to generate a more welcoming 

working environment with open-minded employees.

This satchel hook is attractive for the majority of all companies, especially those of whom that have integrated the clean desk policy, 

since the floor can be kept free from handbags that are flowing freely. The satchel hook is installed discretely underneath the desk 

to minimize the visibility when it is not being applied. Furthermore, the satchel hook can also be used to umbrellas or carrier bags 

to ensure that the floor is kept freely.

Satchel hook

5000-0000-9005 // 5000-0000-9006 // 5000-0000-9016

Satchel hook in black

Height: 44 mm. // Width: 59 mm. // Depth: 68 mm. 
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CABLE MANAGEMENT
80 CM., 120 CM., 160 CM. & 240 CM.

Easily and correctly storage of wires     // Why be satisfied with wires and cables flowing along the edge of the desk, when these 

can be hidden and organized in an easy, simple, and correct way. The answer is a cable management sock from PJ Production. 

The cable management sock can easily be opened and closed without any tools, since the closing mechanism is a two-way zipper 

for total flexibility. 

Additionally, the length of the cable management sock can easily be personalised due to Velcro, which can be used to extend 

the cable management sock with a shorter, longer, or similar cable management sock. Similarly, the diameter can be enlarged by 

connecting the chosen amount of cable management socks by using the zipper.

Currently, the cable management sock can be found in four different lengths in black. If you, however, are searching for a cable 

management sock in either light grey or white, do not hesitate to contact us to hear more about the possibilities.

Cable management sock on 240 cm.

3210-240-S

Cable management sock on 120 cm.

3210-120-S

Cable management sock on 160 cm.

3210-160-S

Cable management sock on 80 cm.

3210-80-S

Cable management sock  on 80 cm. in black.

Cable management sock on 120 cm. in black.

Cable management sock on 160 cm. in black.

Cable management sock on 240 cm. in black.
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SPECIAL SOLUTIONS

We are passionate about exploring innovative solutions and take pleasure in crafting tailored 

responses to unique challenges. Our expertise is at your disposal when you encounter specific 

needs, and our history is deeply rooted in projects that demanded a specialized approach. 

Over the years, PJ Production has handled a wide range of special tasks, including screen 

setups, customized drawers, and comprehensive office installations.

When we engage in special design projects, you are involved in the process from start to finish. 

Our industrial design engineers delve into the needs of the target audience, sketch out ideas, 

and consult with you along the way. The choice of materials is always of the highest quality.

Let’s keep in touch...

CONTACT

Hårup Skovvej 2

DK - 8600 Silkeborg

Phone.: + 45 86 81 23 75

Mail: info@pj-production.dk
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DESIGNED BY HANS THYGE & CO. // PRODUCED BY PJ PRODUCTION

The APTO Collection created by Hans Thyge & Co. and PJ Production is a 

multifunctionel collection designed for the modern work environment.

A multifunctionel collection of interior designed for the modern office. 

Find more information on our website : WWW.APTOCOLLECTION.DK/ENG

EXPLORE THE APTO COLLECTION

https://aptocollection.dk/eng
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Haarup Skovvej 2

DK - 8600 Silkeborg

Phone.: + 45 86 81 23 75

Mail: info@pj-production.dk

Web: www.pj-production.dk/eng

PJ PRODUCTION APS

Monday: 08:00-16:00

Tuesdag: 08:00-16:00

Wednesday: 08:00-16:00

Thursday: 08:00-16:00

Friday: 08:00-14:00

OPENING HOURS © COPYRIGHTS TRADEMARKS

The content in this catalogue is protected under the copyright 

law and may not be copied, reproduced, or distributed in 

any form - whether in whole or in parts, without a written 

permission of PJ Production ApS.

External products or companies occuring in this catalogue may 

be registered trademarks and proprietary trade names. These 

are only used for identification and explanation, secondarily in 

relation til PJ Production’s products.
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